PROJECTS

LO S A N GEL ES
FEDERAL COURTHOUSE PROJECT

LESSONS IN ALTERNATIVE PROJECT DELIVERY AND ENERGY SAVINGS

For more information on
the LA Federal Courthouse,
scan this code.
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J. Marc Kersey (top), Senior Vice President, Clark
Construction Group, was interviewed by Robert
Bolin (bottom), PE, LEED Fellow, ASHRAE HPDP,
about lessons learned from the new Los Angeles
Federal Courthouse project partnering experience
and the energy savings design strategies.

When pursuing a design excellence,
design-build project such as the Los
Angeles Federal Courthouse, what are the
most important elements in setting up
your team?

assembled beautiful renderings and system
descriptions and produced a video flythrough that looks identical to what we then
produced just four years later!

The very first priority is to understand the
owner’s objectives and goals. We knew
that the courthouse project had several
past lives — each ending abruptly as the
design soared well beyond budget. We also
knew that the courts and GSA had been
under heavy political scrutiny by taxpayers
to develop a project viewed as money
well spent. From that starting point, we
also knew that architectural significance,
high sustainability and timeless design
would have to be balanced against budget
constraints to produce a courthouse that
met all of these objectives. So, our team
selection had to be about trust, loyalty,
prior successful experience together and
fierce determination to meet ALL of these
objectives — simultaneously!

What do you think were the critical
components for Clark Construction winning
this competition?

What were the greatest challenges related
to the procurement process on this project?
The competition lasted only 10
weeks. When I think back on what we
accomplished in that short period of time, it
was truly remarkable that we came together
with a unique approach (The Cube),
demonstrated how well it would accomplish
all of the programmatic objectives,

I believe what is critical in leading a team on
a successful pursuit has to do with effective
communication, transparency and providing
an atmosphere of total creativity. We set up
one critical check-in meeting each week and
distributed a detailed cost model (before
drawing anything), so that we all knew what
could be afforded, yet we remained open to
all creative ideas.
In the first two weeks, architect Skidmore,
Owings and Merrill (SOM) generated
multiple options, which were quickly
distilled into a single design that met all
objectives — The Cube. Once that decision
was made, we were able to spend the rest of
our competition time perfecting each part of
the solution — detailing the faceted exterior,
maximizing daylight through the central
light court, perfecting the interior finish
approach and optimizing systems selections
that suited the architecture, as well as the
high sustainability objectives.
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As the project evolved from competition
to design and then construction, can you
identify a particular hurdle that emerged, and
how was it overcome?
For a project with so many “eyes and ears”
interested and invested in the final outcome,
managing expectations and satisfying their
concerns becomes a monumental task — and
one that can easily meander off course. There
were a variety of peer and subject-matterexpert (SME) reviews, where chapter and
verse of every design guideline for every
component was exhaustively analyzed and
evaluated. There was also a collection of very
interested tenants — mainly the U.S. Courts —
each having much to contribute regarding their
particular set of interests. So, together with
the design team, we established a systematic
approach to reviewing each part of the project
in great detail — first through narratives and
floor plans, then evolving to building sections
and elevations, ending in fully developed
details, calculations and fully developed
construction documents.
For those who are less inclined to digest a
full set of detailed drawings, or read complex
system narratives, it was important to develop
enough visual material to bring the design, and
its components, more easily into focus. This
started with renderings, and quickly evolved
into physical samples, scaled models and
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sectional mockups of parts of the building.
Although not required by contract, we made
a collective team decision to build an entire,
full-scale courtroom with all necessary
components in a warehouse off site. This
would allow the judges as well as the technical
SME experts to come and walk through a fully
finished and functional courtroom, in order
to confirm final acceptance before any of the
courtroom production work proceeded on the
actual jobsite.
The project has an especially aggressive
energy goal with an Energy Use Intensity
(EUI) target of no more than 35 Kbtu/
sf*yr. Can you describe the challenges in
developing the roadmap to achieve that level
of performance?
To put this challenge in perspective, we started
with an original criterion of 47 Kbtu/sf*yr, and
due to the team’s creativity in coordinating
architectural and system performance
objectives, we committed to better this
criterion by establishing a 42 Kbtu/sf*yr
integrated into our proposal. Once on board,
the GSA continued to press us to reduce the
energy goal to the new 35Kbtu/sf*yr, asking us
to evaluate ideas to get there.
We coined it the “Drive to 35” initiative,
and like the atmosphere established during
the competition, we facilitated an open
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brainstorming season over the period of about six
weeks, in order to evaluate any and all options.
However, given that we were already under way
with design development, and that there were
already many other objectives to satisfy, we had
to quickly distill the list into manageable and
affordable solutions. With the GSA, we decided to
only focus on ideas that had a payback period of
less than 15 years, that didn’t impact the program
size, that didn’t change the architecture of the
building and that didn’t exceed a first cost limit of
$5 Million. Given these important guidelines, we
worked together with SOM, Syska and our MEP
subcontractors, to provide a series of innovative
system improvements, and cost effective ideas
employed to meet the 35 objective, including higher
efficiency mechanical equipment, plug load control,
increased temperature ranges in certain spaces and
radiant heating/cooling at the main lobby.

J. Marc Kersey (left)
Senior Vice President, Clark Construction Group

The project’s “Drive to 35” goal is tied into
contractually-guaranteed performance terms for
the project team. Can you talk about the process
necessary for the Clark team to validate the
performance?
The process to validate the performance will occur
through what is called the M&V (Measurement and
Verification) period, which will occur throughout
the first year of occupancy. Once the building is
fully occupied, each of the building systems are
monitored closely for energy consumption and
output, through monitoring of the BAS (Building
Automation System). Contractually, the GSA
will hold our final payment of $730,000 until
the stated M&V period is concluded, and the
energy consumption is proven to fall within the
35 KBtu/sf*year. Internally, we made a decision to
share in the risk of this M&V hold back payment
between Clark, SOM, Syska and our major MEP
subcontractors to ensure that we all were invested
in the outcome.

Robert Bolin, PE, LEED AP, LEED Fellow, ASHRAE HPDP (right)
Senior Principal, Syska Hennessy Group
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While it is clear that there are benefits in pursuing
LEED Platinum in a dense urban site with access to
transportation, what were some of the challenges that
you addressed specific to this location?
Several of the characteristics of the site, including the
sloping plane from Hill Street to Broadway, the position
of the Cube to the north/south axis (38 degrees off
of true north), the depth of the floor plate, the need
to mitigate blast hazards, and other related concerns
created some very unique challenges and opportunities
to address these items in sustainable ways.
Rainwater cisterns were placed in the fill areas between
the basement and site amenities in order to capture onsite water run-off for use in irrigation. The folded facade
places the opaque shadow box curtainwall elements
directly in the path of the sun to reduce incident solar
radiation by 47%. The open light court positioned in the
middle of the building brings natural light from the skylight
and north facing large glass window from the 10th floor
courtrooms all the way down to the lobby below. The
ground floor set back was created by eliminating the
perimeter columns all the way around the base, which
both reduced mass and materials and provided for a
deeper and safer set-back at the ground floor.
Describe the working relationship between Clark and
Syska, and how that brings value to the project?
Clark and Syska have enjoyed a long standing and
successful working relationship across many successful
projects (such as the Long Beach Courthouse for the
State of California, the historic and seismic renovation
of the LA County Hall of Justice, and of course — this
Los Angeles Federal Courthouse for the U.S. Courts and
the GSA). Our ability to consistently communicate, to
solve project challenges to our mutual benefit, and our
common philosophy of making the goals of the project
supersede individual interests have always presented
an open environment from which to promote creativity,
hard work and dedication, and perseverance to meet
the demands of our clients and work towards exceeding
their expectations. I believe we have reached this goal
together with our design partners at Syska and SOM in
the delivery of this beautiful new courthouse!
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GREAT OUTCOMES ARE BUILT ON
GREAT COLLABORATION.
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